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Illums Bolighus 

"Jazz Up Your Home"

Located on Strøget in the center of Copenhagen, Illums Bolighus is one of

the most fashionable furniture and decor shops in the country. The store

is spread over four floors and contains all that you could need for the

home, from huge bedroom wardrobes to tiny kitchen accessories. Most of

the products are made by classic names like Georg Jensen, Dux and

Bodrum. The prices are generally fairly steep but the quality is

exceptional. Please check the website for timings, which are seasonal.

 +45 3314 1941  www.illumsbolighus.dk/sh

op_online.aspx

 kundeservice@illumsboligh

us.dk

 Amagertorv 10, Copenhagen
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Royal Copenhagen 

"Fragile & Beautiful"

Royal Copenhagen Crystal on Amagertorv is located next to Royal

Copenhagen's porcelain establishment. On the ground level of the crystal

store, a large collection of crystals, wine glass sets, vases, bowls and other

glassware is on display for the admiration of onlookers. On the store's first

floor, unique pieces of glassware are on display together with exhibitions

of the work of well-known international and Danish artists and designers.

 +45 3313 7181  www.royalcopenhagen.dk  flagshipstore@royalcopenh

agen.com

 Amagertorv 6, Copenhagen

 by tayphuong388   

Georg Jensen Flagship Store 

"Purveyor To The Royal Family"

Visit Georg Jensen Flagship Store, the famous store known for its

products designed or inspired by Georg Jensen, the legendary Danish

silversmith. The store sells a variety of beautiful, hand-crafted products

like silver services, candlesticks, watches, rings and necklaces. In fact, the

display is so awesome that it is well worth popping in even if you don't

intend to buy anything.

 +45 3311 4080  flagshipstore@georgjensen.com  Amagertorv 4, Copenhagen
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